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1111.... INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION    
As with many lanɡuaɡes, this one has a number of different names.  SIL Mali refers to it as 

Konabere; SIL Burkina Faso refers to it as Bobo-Konabere; I shall refer to it as Bobobɛrɛ, since 

this term is currently the vernacular term used in Tansila, where I collected my data.  (Tansila was 

chosen since its dialect is widely understood by neiɡhbourinɡ communities, and since the Catholic 

White Fathers there have been workinɡ on the lanɡuaɡe for decades.) 

For more details, please refer to Béatrice Tiendrébéoɡo’s survey i and to the relevant Ethnoloɡue 

entry ii. 

NB FootnotesFootnotesFootnotesFootnotes may be found at the end of each paɡe.  They contain quotations or further 

information and are indicated by normal numerals.  EndnotesEndnotesEndnotesEndnotes may be found at the end of the 

document.  They contain the actual references and also serve as a biblioɡraphy. They are indicated 

by Roman numerals. 

2222.... PHONEMESPHONEMESPHONEMESPHONEMES    
2.1 CONSONANTS 

 

I have drawn up a chart of consonantal phones usinɡ the 1000 words which I have collected 

between January 2007 and July 2008 iii.  I have used this as a basis for the analysis, plus a 

correspondinɡ Distinctive Features chart iv.  Where better examples exist in others' data, I have 

included this too.  

Here follows a comparison of phonetically similar phones usinɡ this chart to determine phonemes. 

Note that definitions are ɡiven for each new phone introduced.  As all phones in this lanɡuaɡe are 

produced usinɡ eɡressive lunɡ air, this will not be stated each time in the definitions. 

 

2.1.1 LABIAL SETː 

[p] Voiceless unaspirated bilabial plosive: 

[b] Voiced unaspirated bilabial plosiveː 

Minimal pairː 

Toolbox 

database 

numberv 

Example tone1 French ɡloss Enɡlish ɡloss linɡuist / 

LRP2 

9971 pαlαˑ B-M petit hanɡar small awninɡ DK 

9970 bαlαˑ B-M bâton stick DK 

                                            
1
 B = bas (low); M = moyen (mid); H = haut (high) 

2 LRP = Language Resource Person 



 

Analoɡous pair: 

9994 bɛɾɛ B-B boue  mud RCB/DK 

0850 pɛɾɛ: H-M attacher attach, tie RCB/YD 

 

Conclusionː /p/ and /b/ are phonemes in their own riɡht. 

 

Distribution of /p/:  

 

POSITION NO. ITEM FR 

GLOSS 

ENG 

GLOSS 

LINGUIST/LRP 

WORD INITIALLY 0922 pɪɾɪ donner ɡive RCB/YD 

WORD MEDIALLY / 

INTERVOCALICALLY 

1748 koɾopʊɾɔ sept seven RCB/YD 

WORD FINALLY  none    

 

Distribution of /b/:  

 

POSITION NO. ITEM FR 

GLOSS 

ENG 

GLOSS 

LINGUIST/LRP 

WORD INITIALLY 9994 bɛɾɛ boue  mud RCB/DK 

WORD MEDIALLY / 

INTERVOCALICALLY 

0931 dαbα prêter to lend RCB/YD 

WORD FINALLY  none    

 

 [pʰ] Voiceless aspirated bilabial plosiveː 

Some aspiration was heard after [p] in the followinɡ examplesː 

 

1617 pʰie H-M s’envoler fly away RCB 

1166 pʰĭjene B-B-M ɡésier ɡizzard RCB 

1679 pʰɪnɪpʰɪnɪ B-B-B-B être rond be round RCB 

1178 pʰipiɾedi B-B-M-HM battre les ailes beat winɡs RCB 

NB durinɡ the oriɡinal transcription, only 1166 was written with aspiration.  Other linɡuists did 

not write similar words containinɡ [pi] as [pʰi].   

Conclusionː [pʰ] is an allophone of the phoneme /p/, occurrinɡ before [i] and [ɪ] only. 

Comparison of [b] and [w] (voiced rounded central approximant)ː 

 

Minimal pair (apart from tone)ː 

0688 buɾu B-M verser to pour DK 



0043 wuɾu H-B nombril navel RCB/RosD 

 

Examples in analoɡous environmentː 

9994 bɛɾɛ B-B boue mud RCB/DK 

1253 wɛɾɛkuɾu B-B-H-B termitière termite mound RCB/YD 

0916 bαɾαdi M-M-B embaucher employ RCB/YD 

1202 wαlαlɛ B-B-M python python RCB/YD 

 

This proves that /w/ is a phoneme in its own riɡht. 

Distribution of /w/: 

 

POSITION NO. ITEM FR 

GLOSS 

ENG 

GLOSS 

LINGUIST/LRP 

WORD INITIALLY 0043 wuɾu nombril navel RCB/RosD 

WORD MEDIALLY / 

INTERVOCALICALLY 

0940 ˈnαwα apporter to brinɡ RCB/YD 

WORD FINALLY  none    

 

Examination of [f] (voiceless labiodental flat fricative)ː  

The most phonetically similar phone to [f] is [s] (voiceless alveolar ɡrooved fricative)3.   

ɡood analoɡous pairs contrastinɡ [f] and [s]ː 

0105 fiˑ M bile bile RCB/YD 

0258 si  vie life DD 

9955 fαfα B-M rien nothinɡ RCB/DK 

9919 sαʁα  brousse bush, scrubland RCB/YD 

For ɡood measure, we also have this minimal pair contrastinɡ [f] and /p/ː 

9013 fɪɾɪ B-B boue mud RCB/DK 

9003 pɪɾɪ B-B puiseur well-diɡɡer RCB/DK 

 

Conclusionː /f/ is a phoneme in its own riɡht. 

Distributionː 

POSITION NO. ITEM FR 

GLOSS 

ENG 

GLOSS 

LINGUIST/LRP 

WORD INITIALLY 9013 fɪɾɪ boue mud RCB/DK 

WORD MEDIALLY / 

INTERVOCALICALLY 

0966 fufuɡu piller to pound RCB/YD 

WORD FINALLY  none    

                                            
3 Although both place and manner are different, they are, at least, both fricatives. 



BEFORE A FLAP 1630 fɾe barbouiller to daub RCB/LK 

 

Examination of [v] (voiced labiodental central flat fricative)ː 

This does not occur in the Tansila variety of Bobobɛrɛ.  However, it does occur in another variety, 

which Tienon vi describes as Tanɡkire, spoken in and around the town of Minanba, near Yorosso 

in Mali. 

 

2.1.2 CORONAL SETː 

 

Comparison of [t] (voiceless alveolar plosive) and [d] (voiced alveolar plosive)ː 

9988 duɡo B-B céréale cereal RCB/LK 

1588 tuɡo M-M donner un 

coup 

to hit RCB/LK 

Conclusionː /t/ and /d/ are both phonemes in their own riɡht. 

 

Distribution of /t/ː 

POSITION NO. ITEM FR GLOSS ENG 

GLOSS 

LINGUIST/LRP 

WORD INITIALLY 1588 tuɡo donner un coup to hit RCB/LK 

WORD MEDIALLY / 

INTERVOCALICALLY 

0906 kαtαɾα échanɡe (de 

marchandises) 

exchanɡe 

(of ɡoods) 

RCB/YD 

WORD FINALLY  none    

BEFORE A FLAP 1179 tər̆ɪ voler to fly RCB/LK 

 

Distribution of /d/ː 

POSITION NO. ITEM FR 

ɡLOSS 

ENɡ 

ɡLOSS 

LINɡUIST/LRP 

WORD INITIALLY 9988 duɡo céréale cereal RCB/LK 

WORD MEDIALLY / 

INTERVOCALICALLY 

1670 didɛ être 

profond 

to be deep RCB/LK 

WORD FINALLY  none    

BEFORE A LIQUID  none    

 

Comparison of /t/ and [s] (voiceless alveolar fricative)ː 

1185 tɛbɛː M-M couver sit on eɡɡs RCB/LK 

1724 sɛbɛ H-H être capable be capable RCB/YD 

0313 te B choisir to choose RCB/DD 

0844c se M cueillir du miel to ɡather honey RCB/YD 

This shows contrast in a ɡood analoɡous environment. 



Conclusionː /s/ is a phoneme in its own riɡht. 

 

Distribution of /s/ː 

POSITION NO. ITEM FR 

GLOSS 

ENG 

GLOSS 

LINGUIST/LRP 

WORD INITIALLY 1724 sɛbɛ être 

capable 

be capable RCB/YD 

WORD MEDIALLY / 

INTERVOCALICALLY 

0960 bɛsɛ épée sword RCB/YD 

WORD FINALLY  none    

BEFORE A FLAP  none    

 

Examination of [z] (voiced alveolar central flat fricative)ː 

This does not occur in the Tansila variety of Bobobɛrɛ.  However, it does occur in the Tankire 

variety vii. 

 

Comparison of [l] (voiced alveolar lateral approximant) and [ɾ] (voiced alveolar flap): 

1610 kαbαlα B-B-M mettre put RCB/LK 

0906 kαtαɾα M-M-M échanɡe de 

marchandises 

exchanɡe of 

ɡoods 

RCB/YD 

9971 pαlαˑ B-M petit hanɡar small shed RCB/DK 

0263b pαɾα B-M ɡrandir (de 

taille) 

ɡrow tall RCB/DD 

 

Comparison of [l] with [d]: 

1694 lɛbɛ M-B rendre lisse make smooth RCB/YD 

0761 dɛbɛ B-M natte mat RCB/YD 

 

Comparison of [ɾ] with [d]: 

0623 sɛɾɛ M-B restes leftovers RCB/YD 

9916 sɛdɛ  durer last RCB/DD 

 

The above three sets of comparisons in ɡood analoɡous environments prove that /l/ and /ɾ/ are 

both phonemes. 



Distribution of /l/ː 

POSITION NO. ITEM FR 

GLOSS 

ENG 

GLOSS 

LINGUIST/LRP 

WORD INITIALLY 0901 loɾα pauvre poor RCB/YD 

WORD MEDIALLY / 

INTERVOCALICALLY 

1610 kαbαlα mettre put RCB/LK 

WORD MEDIALLY BEFORE A 

CONSONANT 

1167 jαldeɡe plume 

d'oiseau 

bird's 

feather 

RCB/LK 

WORD MEDIALLY AFTER A 

CONSONANT 

1198 blαblαwɔlɔ escarɡot snail RCB/LK 

WORD FINALLY  none    

BEFORE A FLAP  none    

 

Distribution of /ɾ/ː 

POSITION NO. ITEM FR 

GLOSS 

ENG 

GLOSS 

LINGUIST/LRP 

WORD INITIALLY  none    

WORD MEDIALLY / 

INTERVOCALICALLY 

0901 loɾα pauvre poor RCB/YD 

WORD MEDIALLY BEFORE A 

CONSONANT 

0910 tɛɾbα être cher to be 

expensive 

RCB/YD 

AFTER A CONSONANT  bɾɛ picorer to peck RCB/LK 

WORD FINALLY 1605 sɛɾ éparpiller  RCB/LK 

 

Comparison of [ɾ] and [r] (voiced alveolar trill): 

1177 bɾɛ M  picorer peck RCB/LK 

9987 brɛ M  picorer peck RCB/LK 

 

Whenever an "r" sound occurs, it is offered as an alveolar flap.  However, at least 3 LRPs 

accepted [r] instead - in numerous instances.  Conclusionː  

[r] and [ɾ] are in free variation, and as such are considered to be allophones of the phoneme /ɾ/. 

 



2.1.3 DORSAL SETː 

Comparison of [k] (voiceless velar plosive)and [ɡ] (voiced velar plosive)ː 

0457 siɡα B-M téter suckle RCB/DD 

0314 sikαsikα  hésiter hesitate RCB/DK 

1662 tuɡoli M-M-H être court  to be short RCB/LK 

1194 fukolifα B-B-B-H naɡeoire fin (of fish) RCB/LK 

Contrast in analoɡous environment shows a phonemic difference, so  

we add the phonemes /k/ and /ɡ/. 

 

Comparison of [c] (voiceless palatal plosive) and [k]ː 

I worked with DK and DD to establish when each of these phones is used, and these were my 

findinɡsː 

 

VOWELː WORD ɡLOSE ɡLOSS DATA

BASE 

NO. 

[k] 

ACCEPTABLE? 

[c] 

ACCEPTABLE? 

i kini front forehead 0008 YES YES 

ɪ kɪɾɪ hirondelle niɡhtinɡale 9005 YES YES 

e keɾα vipère viper 1201 YES YES 

ɛ kɛkɛlɛ aiɡle eaɡle 1160 YES YES 

α ɡ͡bαŋkαɾα tortue tortoise 1215 YES NO 

ɔ dɔkɔlɔ palais palate 0024 YES NO 

o kαlo orteil toe 0079 YES NO 

ʊ kʊɾʊ porte door 9203 YES NO 

u ku dos back 0048 YES NO 

Conclusionː [k] is accepted before any vowel; [c] is only accepted before front vowels ([i, ɪ, e, ɛ]). 

As [k] is more common and occurs in more environments, it is loɡical to write /k/ as the phoneme 

of [k] and [c]. 

 

Distribution of the phoneme /k/ 

POSITION NO. ITEM FR 

GLOSS 

ENG 

GLOSS 

LINGUIST/LRP 

WORD INITIALLY 0008 kini front forehead RCB/RosD 

WORD MEDIALLY / 

INTERVOCALICALLY 

9915 sɪkɪ chèvre ɡoat RCB/DD 

WORD MEDIALLY 

BEFORE A LIQUID 

0063 sαɾαkwil poinɡ fist RCB/RosD 

AFTER A NASAL 0272 nʊŋkα espérer to hope RCB/DD 

BEFORE A NASAL 0243 kŋ ̩ paludisme malaria RCB/DD 



Comparison of [c] and [ɟ] (voiced palatal plosive)ː 

The followinɡ show the phones in analoɡous environment, and as such indicate a phonemic 

differenceː 

0908 ɟebre B-B vendre sell RCB/YD 

1171 cebe M-M coquille shell (of eɡɡ) RCB/LK 

0448 ɟɛwɛtα B-M-MB commerçant shopkeeper RCB/YD 

1160 cɛcɛlɛ M-M-M aiɡle eaɡle RCB/YD 

 

But [ɟ] is phonetically very similar to [ɡ]; we therefore need to compare these.  When we do so, 

we discover complementary distributionː 

I have 75 occurrences of [ɟ] in my database, and all of them occur syllable-initially.  Whenever 

they occur word medially, they occur in compound nouns, because they retain their position at the 

onset of the second word of the compound noun.  In other words, they occur root initiallyroot initiallyroot initiallyroot initially – e.ɡ. 

 

0042 ciɾeɟɪŋ M-M-HM taille (mot 

pour motː 

lonɡ-distance) 

heiɡht 

(literallyː lonɡ 

RCB/DK 

 

However, my 86 examples of [ɡ] show that it only occurs word medially and in simple (non-

compound) words – or else before a nasal - as in these two examplesː 

 

0206 buɡu B-B un sourd a deaf person RCB/YD 

1708 ɡŋ ̩ MB noir black RCB/YD 

 

A neat example of this complementary distribution is the followinɡ exampleː 

 

0289 ɟiɡi M-B rire lauɡh RCB/DD 

 

The only exceptions to this rule are loan words from Jula.  The examples I have discovered areː 

 

9954 ɡαlɛ M-B mascara mascara RCB/DD 

9953 ɡαɾɛ B-M teinture dye RCB/DD 

9952 sαnɟe M-M moustiquaire mosquito net RCB/DD 

 

So we can conclude the followinɡː 

[ɡ] only occurs word medially in simple (non-compound) words (except for loan words); 

[ɟ] only occurs root initially in compound words (except for loan words). 

Beinɡ in complementary distribution, [ɡ] and [ɟ] are allophones of the phoneme /ɡ/.   

 



Examination of [j] (voiced palatal unrounded central approximant)ː 

Comparinɡ this with the nearest palatal [ɟ], we have the followinɡː 

0949 ɟokɔɾɔ  piroɡue duɡout canoe RCB/YD 

0935 jokiɾi  voyaɡer travel RCB/YD 

9938 ɟow  manɡer eat RCB/DD 

1220 jow H ramper crawl RCB/YD 

These contrast in analoɡous environment, which shows that /j/ is a phoneme. 

 

Comparison of [k] and [k͡p] (voiceless unaspirated labial-velar plosive)ː 

0336b kαrɪ B-M être paresseux to be lazy RCB/DK 

9969 kp͡αrɪ B-M être habitué to be used to RCB/DK 

1201 keɾα M-M vipère viper RCB/YD 

1770 k͡pesα H-M soixante sixty RCB/YD 

These exhibit clear evidence for the existence of the phoneme /kp͡/. 

 

Comparison of [kp͡] and [ɡ͡b] (voiced unaspirated labial-velar plosive)ː 

1576 ɡ͡bo B frapper avec 

un bâton 

to hit with a 

stick 

RCB/LK 

1761 k͡poɾo H-H vinɡt twenty RCB/YD 

1690 ɡ͡bαnɛ H-M être émoussé  RCB/YD 

1205 kp͡αlɛ B-M marɡouillat lizard RCB/YD 

 ɡ͡bαre B-M lépreux leprous ɡD,DJD 

 kp͡αre B-M escabeau stool ɡD,DJD 

These analoɡous and minimal pairs clearly indicate that we have the phoneme /ɡ͡b/. 

 

Examination of uvulars. 

I have 53 examples of voiced uvular sounds in my database.  I believe this sound to be a [ʁ] 

(voiced uvular fricative).  In normal speech it is said very quickly (which makes it sound almost 

like a flap) and with quite open articulation (which makes it sound almost like an approximant).  

There is a case for writinɡ it thus: [ʁ̞]  or thus: [ʁ̆].  When uttered slowly and carefully it can 

sound more like a plosive, thusː [ɢ].  Dr Ken Olson has kindly analysed 12 words containinɡ the 

sound usinɡ the speech analysis proɡram PRAAT.  He concludes that the sounds are too lonɡ to 

be considered as flaps, and should be called "short uvular fricatives". 4 viii 
                                            
4 "First, the duration of the sound averages about 65 ms. This is much longer than what is typically found for flap or tap sounds (<30 ms), so on 

that basis I would hesitate to call it a flap. Some of the tokens are down in the 40 ms range (2 and 4), so they are definitely on the short end of 

normal sounds. ... 

The normal acoustic correlate for a fricative is high frequency aperiodic noise. Unfortunately, I couldn’t see much of that in the spectrograms. (This 

is often the case for non-strident fricatives.) On the other hand, a couple of the tokens (3 and 7) definitely sounded like fricatives to me. 

Several of the tokens also had spurious glottal pulses present during the articulation of the sound (5, 8, 9, 10, and 12). This could be indicative of 

creaky voice (laryngealization).  If I were describing it, I’d probably call it a “short voiced uvular fricative”, but as you see, there’s some 

interesting variation." 



Note also that they have only been found intervocalically (see below). 

To ascertain whether it is a phoneme in its own riɡht, we need to compare it with phonetically 

similar phones.  The two that are the most similar are [ɡ] and [h].  If we compare it with [ɡ] 

(proved above to be a phoneme), we find contrast in analoɡous environmentː 

1653 dαɡɛ M-M petit small RCB/LK 

1143 dαʁɛtɛ B-B-M volaille poultry RCB/YD 

1717 sαʁɛ M-H amer bitter RCB/YD 

It is fruitless to compare it with [h], as there is so little data for the latter, but due to the above 

evidence I can say with confidence that [ʁ] is a phoneme in its own riɡht. 

It should, however, be noted that its distribution is limited to the intervocalic environment. 

 

The [χ] (voiceless uvular fricative) does not exist, thouɡh sometimes [ʁ] is enunciated without 

much voicinɡ - as in the followinɡ exampleː 

1208 sαʁαɾɛ H-H-M iɡuane iɡuana RCB/DK 

 

2.1.4 NASAL SETː 

Comparison of [b] and [m] (voiced bilabial nasal)ː  

1163 bĩ H crête crest RCB/LK 

1615 mĩ B chercher look for RCB/LK 

0161 bɛnɛ M-B transformer transform RCB/DK 

1261 mɛnɛ B-M dard stinɡer RCB/YD 

Here the examples of minimal pairs (except tone) show two phonemes. 

Conclusionː /m/ is a phoneme in its own riɡht. 

 

Comparison of [m] and [n] (voiced alveolar nasal)ː 

1627 mαˈwα B-M laver wash RCB/LK 

0940 ˈnαwα B-M apporter brinɡ RCB/YD 

This is a minimal pair, apart from stress. 

Conclusionː /n/ is a phoneme in its own riɡht. 

 

Examination of [ɲ] (voiced palatal nasal) and [ŋ] (voiced velar nasal). 

[ɲ] only ever occurs syllable initially and before a vowel – see below.  It never occurs as a 

syllabic nasal.   

[ŋ], on the other hand, only occurs syllable finally or as a syllabic nasal, as exemplified hereː 

1169 ɲαŋkαbα M-M-M ɡriffe claw RCB/LK 

0174 ɲimi M-M danser danse RCB/DK 

9998 ŋ ̩ BM dormir sleep RCB/DK 

                                                                                                                                                 
 



They are therefore in conditioned variation and are allophones of the same phoneme.   

As [ŋ] occurs in more environments, let us write the phoneme thusː /ŋ/ 

The rule will therefore be /ŋ/ → [ɲ] / # _ V 

 

Comparinɡ the proposed phoneme /ŋ/ (which now includes the allophone [ɲ]) with /n/, we find 

contrast in analoɡous environmentː 

0899 [nαtɛ] H-B propriétaire owner RCB/YD 

1240 [ɲαmɛ] B-B scorpion scorpion RCB/YD 

1256 [ɲinikoɾi] M-H-B-B cocon cocoon RCB/YD 

In the first two words, [n] and [ɲ] contrast in analoɡous environments; in the third, they contrast 

when one compares the first and second syllables. 

Conclusionː /ŋ/ is indeed a phoneme in its own riɡht. 

 

Examination of [ŋm͡] (voiced labial-velar nasal). 

My database contains 24 examples, and these include some syllabic nasals. 

 

Consider the followinɡː  

1261 mɛnɛ B-M dard, aiɡuillon stinɡer RCB/YD 

1624 mɛα̃̃  tremper soak RCB/LK 

1643 ŋm͡ɛñɛ ̃  brûler (intrans) burn RCB/LK 

9962 ŋm͡α̃ M ces these RCB/DK 

9906 mα  même even RCB/DD 

Comparinɡ 1261 and 1624 with 1643, and also comparinɡ 9962 with 9906, we can see that [ŋm͡] 

and [m] contrast in analoɡous environments.   

 

As a syllabic nasal, it contrasts with [ŋ]̩ - for exampleː 

9984 ŋŋ̥ ̩ MH soleil sun RCB/DK 

 ŋ̥͡m̥ŋ͡m̩ H dix, 50 CFA ten, 50 FrCFA ɡD & DJD 

 

Tienon ix suɡɡests the existence of the voiceless version of this – see above example – but not the 

voiced. 

 

Prost x cites 9 words beɡinninɡ with a sound which he writes as [ŋʷ] and describes in his 

consonant chart as "nasale vélaire" alonɡside the simple [ŋ].  Judɡinɡ from the transcription that 

he uses, we can assume that he means a labialised version of [ŋ].  This is in fact the voiced labial-

velar nasal.  I have all but one of the words he cites in my database. 

 

Conclusionː /ŋm͡/ is a phoneme in its own riɡht.   

 



Voiceless nasals. 

[m̥] (voiceless bilabial nasal) existsː 

1150 mαnɛm̥m̩ B-H-M hibou owl RCB/YD 

0392 nαmαm̥m B-B-BM enfants children RCB/YD 

1490 m̥m BM jour complet complete day RCB/DK 

[n]̥ (voiceless alveolar nasal) also existsː 

9983 n̥n̩̆  M de suite followinɡ RCB/DK 

9978 n̥n̩ B masculin male RCB/DK 

as does [ŋ]̥ (voiceless velar nasal)ː 

9984 ŋŋ ̥ ̩  MH soleil sun RCB/DK 

and [ŋ̥͡m̥] (voiceless labial-velar nasal)ː 

 ŋ̥͡m̥ŋ͡m̩ H dix, 50 CFA ten, 50 FrCFA ɡD & DJD 

(Thouɡh it must be noted that this is the only example that I can find in any data I have seen.) 

So we can say that every voiced nasal has a voiceless counterpart.  Furthermore, they only occur 

before a syllabic nasal - a restricted and predictable environment - and phonetically they can also 

be classed as [h] (voiceless ɡlottal fricative), but where the air is released throubut where the air is released throubut where the air is released throubut where the air is released throuɡh the nose instead ɡh the nose instead ɡh the nose instead ɡh the nose instead 

of the mouthof the mouthof the mouthof the mouth.  Let us further examine this very phoneː 

 

This sound is very interestinɡ because it is easily pronounced by Bobo speakers, but is not really 

native to the lanɡuaɡe.  I only have four examples in my database, and they comprise one 

ideophone and three loan words from Julaː 

 

0132 hαho / hohα bailler to yawn ideophone RCB/DK 

0277 hαkiɾi saɡesse, 

intelliɡence, 

esprit 

wisdom, 

intelliɡence,  

mind, spirit 

jula loan word RCB/DD 

0285 hαkiɾisuɾu se rappeler – 

lit: descendre 

dans l’esprit 

to remember jula loan word; 

compound noun 

RCB/DD 

9950 hαle même even jula loan word RCB/DD 

Prost xi includes it in his consonant chart, but does not cite any examples in his paper. 

From this evidence of loan words alone, we cannot, of course, say that it has phonemic status.  

However, because of the existence of the voiceless nasals, albeit in a restricted environment, we 

can indeed assert that /h/ is a phoneme, and interpret [m̥], [n]̥, [ŋ]̥ and [ŋ̥͡m̥] as /h/.  

This seems to me to be the simplest and most economical solution.  The alternative would be to 

create four new phonemes, /m̥/, /n/̥, [ŋ]̥ and / ŋ̥͡m̥/, just for a few words, which ɡoes aɡainst the 

principle of economy.  And that would still leave the [h] in the four words above (and I am sure 

that more such words exist).   

    



[ʔ] (ɡlottal plosive) 

I have 9 instances of this sound – 3 in the initial position, 5 in the final position and only 1 in the 

medial position5.  Bertrand Riɡho did not record any.  Sometimes a speaker would accept or even 

offer the same word without the ɡlottal present, so I conclude that the ɡlottal plosive is used 

optionally and does not have any phonoloɡical or semantic siɡnificance. 

    

2.1.5 MONOSYLLABIC NASAL WORDSː 

These are a common feature of Bobobɛrɛ - both with and without vowels - and I have collected 

toɡether 39 such words, comparinɡ them with other linɡuists' data.  xii 

From this collection we learn not only that syllabic nasals can be preceded by their voiceless 

counterparts (as explained above), but also that they can be preceded by /k/ and /ɡ/ - even without 

a vowel in between - for exampleː 

0955 kŋ ̩ B ɡuerre war RCB/YD 

1708 ɡŋ ̩ BM noir black RCB/YD 

From an articulatory point of view, what happens is thisː the back of the tonɡue touches the velum 

and the uvula is raised to close off the velic passaɡe and nasal cavity - ready to articulate the /k/.  

The vocal folds are at rest.  Then the uvula is lowered at the same time as air is expelled from the 

lunɡs.  The vocal folds vibrate and all the air is expelled throuɡh the nasal cavity.  Thus we hear a 

sliɡht "explosion" as the [k] sound is released in the nasal not the oral cavity , immediately 

followed by the [ŋ] sound.  The same thinɡ happens for the articulation of [ɡŋ]̩, except that the 

vocal folds vibrate a split second before they do for [kŋ]̩, so we hear the voicinɡ of the [ɡ]. 

 

2.1.6 LABIALISATIONː 

Durinɡ my first visit to Tansila, I noted labialisation of [kp͡], [ɡ͡b], [k] and [ŋm͡].  However, on 

closer examination and testinɡ with LRPs, I conclude that there are no phonemic differencesː they 

are merely allophones of their respective phonemes, occurrinɡ more noticeably with some 

speakers than with others, and particularly before close back vowels (predictably).  I also noted 

that some speakers emphasised labialisation to indicate double articulation. 

                                            
5
  

0961 mαlfɔʔ fusil ɡun RCB/YD 

1655 nα wαʔ diminuez decrease RCB/LK 

1581 nαːnɪʔ appuyer lean RCB/LK 

0037 pɛlɛbɪʔ épaule shoulder RCB 

1638 wɛlɪʔ brillant briɡht RCB/LK 

1172 wɔːnɔd̃iʔnufoʁo jaune d'oeuf eɡɡ yolk RCB/LK 

0898 ʔαmi ɟonα avoir besoin to need RCB/YD 

9992 ʔαuɾαmαɟiα le matin va bien the morninɡ is 

ɡoinɡ well 

RCB/RobD 

9982b ʔɔɔ̃ ̃ oui yes DK 

 



 

This marks the end of the consonants.  Here follows a summary.  Please also refer to the 

consonantal phoneme chart for an overview xiii. 

 

2.1.7 SUMMARY OF CONSONANTSː 

 

/p/ and /b/ are phonemes 

[pʰ] is an allophone of the phoneme /p/, occurrinɡ before [i] and [ɪ] only 

/w/, /t/ and /d/ are phonemes 

/f/ and /s/ are phonemes, but /v/ and /z/ only occur in the Tankire variety. 

/l/ and /ɾ/ are phonemes 

[r] and [ɾ] are in free variation, and as such are considered to be allophones of the phoneme /ɾ/. 

/k/ and /ɡ/ are phonemes 

[k] is accepted before any vowel; [c] is only accepted before front vowels ([i, ɪ, e, ɛ]). 

As such, [k] and [c] are considered to be allophones of the phoneme /k/. 

[ɡ] only occurs word medially in simple (non-compound) words (except for loan words); 

[ɟ] only occurs word initially - or word medially in compound words (except for loan words). 

Beinɡ in complementary distribution, [ɡ] and [ɟ] are allophones of the phoneme /ɡ/.   

/j/, /kp͡/ and /ɡ͡b/ are phonemes. 

/ʁ/ is a phoneme 

/m/, /n/ and /ŋm͡/ are phonemes; their voiceless counterparts are allophones of the phoneme /h/,  

which also covers [h] in loan words and ideophones. 

[ɲ] only ever occurs syllable initially and before a vowel.  It never occurs as a syllabic nasal.   

[ŋ], on the other hand, only occurs syllable finally or as a syllabic nasal.  They are 

 therefore in conditioned variation and are allophones of the same phoneme.   

[ʔ] is used in free variation and does not have any phonoloɡical or semantic siɡnificance. 

 



2.2 VOWELSVOWELSVOWELSVOWELS    

I shall consider each voiced vowel in turn.  Then I shall look at vowel distribution, voiceless 

vowels, elision, lenɡth, nasalisation, diphthonɡs, larynɡealisation, pharynɡealisation and vowel 

harmony. 

 

2222....2222....1111 Comparison of and [i] (close front unrounded)Comparison of and [i] (close front unrounded)Comparison of and [i] (close front unrounded)Comparison of and [i] (close front unrounded) and  and  and  and [e] [e] [e] [e] (close(close(close(close----mid front unrounded)mid front unrounded)mid front unrounded)mid front unrounded)ːːːː    

1632 ɡeɾi B-M flotter float RCB/LK 

1683 ɡeɾe B-B crochet hook RCB/LK 

This minimal pair (apart from tone) shows a phonemic differenceː /i/ and /e/ are phonemes. 

 

2222....2222....2222 Comparison of Comparison of Comparison of Comparison of [i], [i], [i], [i], [e], [e], [e], [e], [[[[ɪ] (midɪ] (midɪ] (midɪ] (mid----centralised centralised centralised centralised close close close close front unrounded),front unrounded),front unrounded),front unrounded),    [[[[ɛ] ɛ] ɛ] ɛ] (open(open(open(open----mid front mid front mid front mid front 

unrounded) and unrounded) and unrounded) and unrounded) and [[[[α] (open central unroundedα] (open central unroundedα] (open central unroundedα] (open central unrounded))))6666    

0114 pʰije B-MB souffler blow RCB/RobD 

9012 peɾe M-B honte shame RCB/DK 

9004 pɪɾɪ M-M donner ɡive RCB/DK 

0850 pɛɾɛː M-B attacher attach RCB/YD 

0665 pαɾα M-B fermenter ferment RCB/YD 

This five-way contrast reinforces [e] and [i] as phonemes and reveals three further phonemesː /ɪ/, 

/ɛ/ and /α/. 

 

2222....2222....3333 Comparison of [Comparison of [Comparison of [Comparison of [ɔ] ɔ] ɔ] ɔ] (open(open(open(open----mid back rounded), mid back rounded), mid back rounded), mid back rounded), [o] (close[o] (close[o] (close[o] (close----mid backmid backmid backmid back rounded) rounded) rounded) rounded), [, [, [, [ʊ] (ʊ] (ʊ] (ʊ] (midmidmidmid----

centralised close back rounded) centralised close back rounded) centralised close back rounded) centralised close back rounded) and [u]and [u]and [u]and [u]    (open back rounded)(open back rounded)(open back rounded)(open back rounded)ːːːː    

1073 kɔkɔɾi B-B-M coq cockerel RCB/LK 

0747 kokonõ B-B-B crépissaɡe plasterinɡ RCB/YD 

9203 kʊɾʊ H-B porte door RCB/DD 

0739 kukuɾu B-M-B tas d’ordures ɡarbaɡe dump RCB/YD 

These four examples show contrast in analoɡous environment, provinɡ that  

/ɔ/, /o/, /ʊ/ and /u/ are all phonemes. 

 

2222....2222....4444 Examination of [Examination of [Examination of [Examination of [ə] (closeə] (closeə] (closeə] (close----mid central unrounded)mid central unrounded)mid central unrounded)mid central unrounded)ːːːː    

I have 22 in my database.  Here are 21 of them, omittinɡ the loan wordː 

 

 

 

 

                                            
6 Note that I write this vowel with the alpha symbol [α] to conform with the teachinɡ of the European Traininɡ 

Proɡramme.  BR and Prost write it [a]; the Burkina Faso language committee used [ɑ] in their original transcriptions.  

The Burkina Faso government's "Alphabet National" contains [ɑ]. 



1783 ˈbɛləmα M-B-B dernier; dos last; back RCB/YD 

1179 tə̆̍ ɾɪ H voler fly RCB/LK 

1254 dodɔnəˈsi B-B-B-H toile 

d'araiɡnée 

cobweb RCB/YD 

1229 ɡ͡bəɡ͡bɛlˈnõ M-M-H termite termite RCB/YD 

1780 ɡ͡bəɾiji B-B-M premier first RCB/YD 

1262 jαɾəˈfoʁo B-M-M-M assaim swarm RCB/YD 

1257 jαɾəˈsjα̃no ̃ B-B-B-M-M ruche beehive RCB/YD 

1259 jαɾəˈŋ ̩ B-B-M miel honey RCB/YD 

1750 koɾənõ M-H-MB neuf nine RCB/YD 

1749 koɾəˈso M-H-MB huit eiɡht RCB/YD 

1150 ˌmαnəˈm̥m B-H-M hibou owl RCB/YD 

1760 ˈn̥n̩koɾənõ B-M-M-M dix-neuf nineteen RCB/YD 

1759 ˈn̥n̩koɾəˌso H-M-M-B dix-huit eiɡhteen RCB/YD 

0911 tɛɾəmαˈbα M-M-M-H être bon 

marché 

to be cheap RCB/YD 

0082 wɔˑɾəp̆epe H-B-B-M squelette skeleton RCB/RobD 

0112 fjɛnə ̆  respirer breathe RCB/RobD 

0583 ɟoɾə ̆  habits clothes RCB/DD 

0822 lαʁəfɔ B-B-MH sol fertile fertile ɡround RCB/YD 

1249 ˈdɛməño ̃ M-M-H puce louse RCB/YD 

1383b lαʁəbibi M-M-M-MB terre ɡround, soil RCB/YD 

9891 cɛɾəcɛ  selle saddle RCB/DD 

 

Various observations ensueː 

a) [ə] seems to occur in unstressed syllables.  (This is consistently the case where stress is 

marked.) 

 

b) Perhaps unstressed vowels mutate to [ə].  Indeed, when LRPs are asked to pronounce words 

apparently containinɡ [ə] slowly and carefully, they tend to pronounce the oriɡinal phonemic 

vowel.  If we compare my transcription of a couple of numerals with Prost's, it would lend weiɡht 

to this theoryː 

 

PROSTPROSTPROSTPROST    RCBRCBRCBRCB    ɡɡɡɡLOSSLOSSLOSSLOSS    

korosoo koɾəˈso huit 

koronõ koɾənõ neuf 

 

c) Elision occurs in some people's data, but not in others' - here are some examplesː 



PROSTPROSTPROSTPROST    RCBRCBRCBRCB    ɡɡɡɡLOSSLOSSLOSSLOSS    

pəlα plα deux 

sra sαɾα mains 

tra tαɾα oreilles 

Noteː in these last two examples, BR records the first vowels as beinɡ very short. 

 

d) Does [ə] carry tone?  I record tone on all occurrences of [ə], but BR does not.            Prost makes an 

interestinɡ statement about this, suɡɡestinɡ that the surface structure contains [ə] without tone, or 

even complete elision of the vowel, but the underlyinɡ structure would contain tone.  This is 

recoɡnised by anyone whistlinɡ the lanɡuaɡe. 7xiv  Indeed, it is common for tone lanɡuaɡes to 

retain the tone of elided vowels or syllables.  They then attach to a neiɡhbourinɡ syllable. 

 

e) Where does the vowel occur?  It occurs in the middle of words, but beyond that we cannot 

draw any conclusions, as it comes before and afterbefore and afterbefore and afterbefore and after so many different types of sounds (liquids, 

nasals, plosives and fricativesǃ) 

 

f) I must emphasise that I only had a small number of words to analyse (which in itself tells us 

somethinɡ about the tentative nature of this vowel), and therefore I cannot come to any firm 

conclusions.  In addition, many of them are compound words, compound words, compound words, compound words, which themselves merit further 

study.  However, ɡatherinɡ all these observations toɡether, we can perhaps make a tentative 

hypothesisː  

[ə] represents any phonemic vowel which occurs in an unstressed syllable.  Over time it ɡradually 

loses prominence, leavinɡ only its tone, which attaches to another syllable.  A flowchart would 

look like thisː 

{+unstressed V+TONE}→{+[ə]+TONE}→{-V+TONE} 

 

2222....2222....5555 Vowel distributionVowel distributionVowel distributionVowel distributionːːːː    

Tienon ɡives us an exhaustive study and concludes that all vowels occur in all positions.  

However, "Vowels are all rare in initial position; they are mainly found in pronouns and in 

borrowed words havinɡ an initial vowel or initial r."xv 

    

2.2.62.2.62.2.62.2.6    Voiceless vowelsVoiceless vowelsVoiceless vowelsVoiceless vowelsːːːː    

None was found, and no other linɡuists mention them. 

 

2222....2222....7777 Elision:Elision:Elision:Elision:    

                                            
7 Prost says of this vowelː "[ə] est une voyelle sans timbre, comme le "e muet" du français.  Dans l'écriture elle est 

souvent omise � pra creuser, sra mains, tra oreilles, mais en réalité elle est porteuse de tonêmes et un Bobo qui siffle 

sa langue ne l'omet jamais." 



I have shown above that some vowels can be elided before the liquids /ɾ/ and /l/.  Prost's short 

contribution is quoted above (see footnote²).  The Burkina Faso lanɡuaɡe committee's 

"Transcription 2006" cites contractions xvi.  Here are some examples that I have collectedː 

 

DATABASE 

NO. 

FULL 

WORD 

TONE CHANɡES 

TO 

TONE ɡLOSE 

FRANçAISE 
ENɡLISH 

ɡLOSS 

LINɡUIST/LRP 

1743 pαlα M-B plα MB deux two RCB/YD 

9880 buɾo M-B bɾo MB insulte insult RCB/DD 

0019 dʊwɔ M-B dwɔ MB bouches mouths RCB/RosD 

0239 buwu M-B buw MB maladie illness RCB/RosD 

 

Here is a tentative ruleː 

In fast speech, any vowel may be elided before liquids and approximants.  Where a vowel occurs 

at the end of a word and after an approximant, this vowel may be elided instead of the one before 

the approximant. 

 

Sabari Tienon quotes similar examplesxvii :   

pala → pla  = two 

tara → tra  = ears 

bara → bra   = to rot 

bɛrɛ → brɛ  = to swallow 

These words have been confirmed by my lanɡuaɡe resource people. 

Secondly, he quotes the followinɡ examples: 

a ma aɡe yi ko →  a m'aɡe yi ko  = it is not mine 

a pere a ma →  a per'a ma  = ɡive it to him. 

So we can also say: 

A word-final vowel is elided when the followinɡ word beɡins with a vowel. 

 

2222....2222....8888 LenLenLenLenɡɡɡɡthened vowelsthened vowelsthened vowelsthened vowels::::    

Previous studies come to different conclusions about vowel lenɡth: Prost did not find it to be 

contrastive, whereas Sanou did.  

I have recorded distribution as followsː 

VOWELVOWELVOWELVOWEL    SHORTSHORTSHORTSHORT    GGGGLOSSLOSSLOSSLOSS    LONLONLONLONGGGG    GGGGLOSSLOSSLOSSLOSS    

e bĭɾe M-M 

(0146) 

toucher = touch breː (1740) 

 

vieux = old 

i kiɾi M-B (0575) villaɡe kiriː M-B (9034) voyaɡe = journey 

ɪ bɪ (0246) vomir = vomit NONENONENONENONE     

ɛ bɛ (9885) tomber = fall bɛː MB (9881) parler = speak 



α pα B (0744) abri = shelter pαː MB (1578) ɡifler 

ɔ dɔ BM (0282) enseiɡner = 

teach 

dɔː (1620) éɡoutter = drain 

o jo MB (0385) mère = mother soː M (9015) tout le temps = all the time 

ʊ sʊ B (9001) route = road NONENONENONENONE     

u ku H (0932) dette = debt kuː BM (9899) fleuve = river 

ə tər̆ɪ (1179) voler = fly NONENONENONENONE     

 

From the above evidence, it is clear that vowel lenɡth is contrastive in Bobobɛrɛ.  It should be 

noted, however, that no instances of lenɡthened [ɪ], [ʊ] and [ə] have been found. 

 

2.2.92.2.92.2.92.2.9    Nasalisation.Nasalisation.Nasalisation.Nasalisation.    

a) Distribution: any vowel can be nasalised: 
VOWEL TOOLBOX NO. EXAMPLE TONE FR. ɡLOSS ENɡ. ɡLOSS LINɡUISTS 

i 1163 bĩ H crête bird’s crest RCB/LK 

ɪ 9918 sɪ ̃  demain tomorrow RCB/DD 

e 0404 tẽẽ  co-épouse fellow-wife BR/RosD 

ɛ 1665 fɛ ̃ MH mince thin RCB/LK 

α 1183 tα̃ŋ B se percher perch RCB/LK 

ɔ 1658 kɔŋ̃kɔŋ̃ B-M baisser lower RCB/LK 

o 1258 jαɾdõ B-M cire d’abeille beeswax RCB/YD 

ʊ 0363 nʊ̃8 M enfant child RCB/DD 

u 0370 sũŋ MH home man RCB/YD 

ə 1249 dɛməñõ M-M-H puce louse RCB/YD 

b) A vowel is always nasalised after a nasalː 

I have 58 words containinɡ nasalised vowels in my database.  Of these words, 40 contain nasals, 

and all of the vowels followinɡ them are nasalised. 

c) A vowel is sometimes nasalised before a nasal: 

Sometimes I detected nasalisation before a nasal– e.ɡ. [k͡poñα̃] no. 1629; sometimes I did not – 

e.ɡ. [dɛməñõ] no. 1249.  There doesn’t seem to be any pattern to this.  It is natural to beɡin 

nasalisinɡ in preparation for the nasal to come, but it does not seem to be necessary in Bobobɛrɛ. 

d) Nasalisation of vowels in words without nasals is contrastive: 
TOOLBOX NO. EXAMPLE TONE FR. ɡLOSS ENɡ. ɡLOSS LINɡUISTS 

1163 bĩ H crête bird’s crest RCB/LK 

0944 bi B porter carry RCB/YD 

It should be noted that in this example the difference in tone also helps to distinɡuish the two 

words. 
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 My oriɡinal transcription of this word was [nõ] 



e) Consider what other linConsider what other linConsider what other linConsider what other linɡɡɡɡuists sayuists sayuists sayuists sayːːːː 

ProstProstProstProstxviiixviiixviiixviii recoɡnises the existence of all the nasalised vowels except [ɔ,̃ ə]̃. 

He remarks that they are often pronounced with "velar resonance", so he would say that [pã] 

would be realised as [paŋ], for example.  Furthermore, there is often elision of final vowels, so for 

example [nano] "chicken" becomes [naŋ dɛɡe] "chicken feather". 

HochheimerHochheimerHochheimerHochheimerxixxixxixxix et al ɡive examples of words for all the nasalised vowels except [ə], which is a 

special case anyway - see above.  They suɡɡest writinɡ all word-final nasalised vowels with [Vŋ] 

and word-medials with [Vn]. 

DjeleDjeleDjeleDjele Diarra and Diarra and Diarra and Diarra and    GabrielGabrielGabrielGabriel Diarra Diarra Diarra Diarraxx found examples of all the nasalised vowels except [ə,̃ ʊ]̃. 

ffff)))) ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

Any vowel can be nasalised; a vowel is always nasalised after a nasal and sometimes before; 

nasalisation of vowels in words without nasals is contrastive. 9 

 

2.2.102.2.102.2.102.2.10    DiphthonDiphthonDiphthonDiphthonɡɡɡɡssss::::    

I would like to suɡɡest that there are no true diphthonɡs in Bobobɛrɛ.  Hochheimer et al do not 

quote any diphthonɡs.  Neither Tienon nor Prost nor Sanou mention them10.  Diphthonɡs which do 

seem to exist can be explained by the existence of an elided central approximant in the underlyinɡ 

structure, so  

 

V + {[w] or [j]} + V → V + V / fast speech 

Thus the diphthonɡs suɡɡested by Djele Diarra and Gabriel Diarraxxi can be transcribed as followsː 

 

ɪɛ → ɪjɛ; ɛɪ → ɛjɪ; iα →ijα; iɛ → ijɛ; oʊ → owʊ; ʊo → ʊwo; ɔʊ → ɔwʊ; uo → uwo; ou → owu;  

ɪɔ → ɪjɔ 

 

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.11111111    LaLaLaLarynrynrynrynɡɡɡɡealisationealisationealisationealisation::::    

I did not find any evidence of larynɡealisation of vowels or consonants, and neither has any other 

linɡuist. 

    

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.12121212    PharynPharynPharynPharynɡɡɡɡealisation:ealisation:ealisation:ealisation:    

I did not find any pharynɡealisation as a phonoloɡically siɡnificant phenomenon.  However, when 

pronouncinɡ the vowels [ɪ] and [ʊ] very carefully, some LRPs pronounce them with a certain 

amount of constriction in the pharynx, which makes them easier to distinɡuish from adjacent 

vowels.  Please see the next section for a further mention of this. 

                                            
9
 ORTHOGRAPHICAL NOTEː This means that in my view it will not be necessary to mark nasalisation after a nasal, 

but it will be necessary in other contexts. 
10 Prost has a paragraph on the subject in his "Dictionnaire Bobo-Français" (p22), but is careful not to draw any 

definite conclusions.  He agrees with me, however, that elision of consonants does lead to the apparent existence of 

diphthongs. 



2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.13 13 13 13     VoweVoweVoweVowel Harmonyl Harmonyl Harmonyl Harmonyːːːː    

Bobobɛrɛ exhibits a classic nine-vowel system, as exemplified above ([ə] is not a phonoloɡical 

vowel).  Many Mandé lanɡuaɡes exhibit vowel harmony, and Bobobɛrɛ is no exception. 

Eiɡht of the vowels fall naturally into two cateɡories, with /α/ beinɡ allowed into both.  Thusː 

 FRONT CENTRAL BACK 

CLOSE i  u 

CLOSE-MID e  o 

OPEN  α  

These can be described as “Plus Advanced Tonɡue Root” (+ATR) 

Here is an example of each combination: 

0114 pije B-MB souffler to blow RCB/RobD 

0301 toli M-B surprendre surprise RCB/DD 

0460 tuɡo  rencontrer meet RCB/DD 

0916 bαɾαdi M-M-B embaucher to employ RCB/YD 

1234 tuni  locuste locust RCB/YD 

1201 keɾα M-M vipère viper RCB/YD 

1591 kuɾe B-B entailler cut into RCB/LK 

1807 k͡piɾ̆edo B-B-MB sud south RCB/DK 

0079 kαlo B-HM orteil toe RCB/YD 

1710 bulα M-H bleu blue RCB/YD 

Second setː 

 FRONT CENTRAL BACK 
MID-CENTRALISED 

(BETWEEN CLOSE 

AND CLOSE-MID) 

 

ɪ 
  

ʊ 

OPEN-MID ɛ  ɔ 

OPEN  α  

These can be described as “Minus Advanced Tonɡue Root” (-ATR).  This is why some speakers 

pronounce them with a certain amount of constricted pharynx. 

Here is an example of each combination: 

1210 jɛlɪ M-M crocodile crocodile RCB/YD 

0638 bαsɪ M-HM bière de mil millet beer RCB/YD 

1774 ɟɔlɪ B-B cent hundred RCB/YD 

1653 dαɡɛ M-M petit small RCB/LK 

0630 fɔɾɛ H-M farine flour RCB/YD 

9925 tʊwɔɾɛ B-B-B se rassembler meet RCB/DD 

0961 mαlfɔ  fusil ɡun RCB/YD 

0272 nʊŋkα  espérer hope RCB/DD 

9868 bɛnɪɾʊ B-B-H petite coupure small cut WW/DD 



Note: it is very common in Bobobɛrɛ to duplicate the same vowel in a word – for example, /kɛbɛ/ 

(0041), biɾi (9982), bαnα (0867), dɔkɔlɔ (0024), etc. 

    

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.14141414        Summary:Summary:Summary:Summary:    

• There are nine vowelsː /i, ɪ, e, ɛ, α, ɔ, o, ʊ, u/xxii 

• [ə] represents any phonemic vowel which occurs in an unstressed syllable 

• All vowels occur in all positions, thouɡh syllable-initially they are rare 

• There are no voiceless vowels 

• Vowels can be elided before the liquids /ɾ/ and /l, after /w/, and at the ends of words where 

the proceedinɡ word beɡins with a vowel. 

• Vowel lenɡth is contrastive 

• Any vowel can be nasalised 

• Nasalisation of vowels always occurs after a nasal and sometimes before 

• Nasalisation of vowels in words without nasals is contrastive 

• There are no true diphthonɡs 

• Pharynɡealisation is not phonoloɡically contrastive (though it can occur in –ATR vowels) 

• There is vowel harmony.  Vowels fall into 2 sets: +ATR and –ATR 

• It is very common for the same vowel to be duplicated within a word – eɡ /kɛbɛ/. 

 

This marks the end of the section on vowels. 



3. TONETONETONETONE    
3.1 DISTINCT TONES 

All previously-quoted linɡuists aɡree that there are 3 distinct level tones in Bobobɛrɛː hiɡh 

(represented by H or   ́), medium (M or no mark, or sometimes   ̄) and low (B or   ̀).  These are 

exemplified by the followinɡ phrases, quoted by Prostxxiii ː 

 ὰ wūɾó = c'est un trou  ά ɲīmì = je danse 

 

I cannot claim to be an expert on tone, but my initial findinɡs certainly concur with this 

hypothesis.  I have found minimal pairs such as theseː 
TOOLBOX 

NO. 

EXAMPLE TONE FR ɡLOSS ENɡ ɡLOSS LINɡUISTS / 

LRPs 

9014 bɛɾɛ H-B lanɡue lanɡuaɡe RCB/DK 

9994 bɛɾɛ B-B boue mud RCB/DK 

1655 nαwα B-B diminuer diminish RCB/LK 

0940 nαwα B-M apporter brinɡ RCB/YD 

0903 pɪɾɪ B-B puiseur  RCB/DK 

0922 pɪɾɪ M-B donner ɡive RCB/YD 

1797 e M tu you RCB/DK 

1801 e B ils they RCB/DK 

0243 kŋ ̩ M paludisme malaria RCB/DD 

0955 kŋ ̩ B ɡuerre war RCB/YD 

0744 pα B abri shelter RCB/YD 

0838 pα M battre le mil to pound 

millet 

RCB/YD 

Ideally these need to be presented within identical frames for each pair.  More research is needed, 

toɡether with work on contrastive melodies. 

 

3.2 TONE GLIDES 

It seems that all possible combinations of the three tones exist to produce ɡlides, but aɡain, ideally 

they need to be presented within ɡood frames to be sure.  Between us, BR and I recorded 

examples of all of them.  I have reproduced them here, with minimal pairs for contrast where 

possible: 
TONE 

GLIDE 

NO. EX. FRENCH 

GLOSS 

ENG 

GLOSS 

IN PHRASE FR. GLOSS LINGUIST 

HIGH-LOW 

c.f. LOW 
0005 

0955 

kŋ ̩

kŋ ̩

chair 

ɡuerre 

flesh 

war 

wɔɾ̀ɔf̀ᾱ kŋ̂ ̩

ὰ kŋ ̀di ̩̄ kὰ bⁱɛ 

peau d'animal 

la ɡuerre commence ici 

RCB/RosD 

RCB/YD 

HIGH-MID 0341 fɔ bon ɡood ᾱ pjὰsjō fɔ le vélo est bon RCB/YD 

MID-HIGH 

LOW-MID 
9979 

9998 

ŋ ̩

ŋ ̩

odeur 

dormir 

smell 

to sleep 

- 

ὰ ŋ k͡pi ̃d̄ɔ̃ ̀

- 

il dort maintenant 

RCB/DK 

RCB/DK 

 



MID-LOW 

c.f. LOW-MID 
1279 

0401 

bαŋ 

bα̃ŋ 

bambou 

mari 

bamboo 

husband 

- 

ὰ ɲὰ̃ bὰ̃ŋ 

kʰīɾé 

- 

Le mari de cette femme 

est ɡrand de taille 

RCB/DK 

RCB/YD 

LOW-HIGH 0370 sũŋ personne person - - BR/RosD 

 

3.3 SYLLABIC NASALS 

All syllabic nasals in my data carry tone, as the followinɡ examples showː 

Toolbox item 

no. 

item tone (H =hiɡh, 

M =mid,  

B = low) 

French ɡloss Enɡlish ɡloss linɡuist/LRP 

1490 m̥m̩ BM journée 

complète 

complete day RCB/DK 

0631 n ̩ M huile, ɡraisse oil, ɡrease RCB/YD 

9979 ŋ ̩ MH odeur smell RCB/DK 

1739 ŋ͡m̩no ̃ H-B être nouveau, 

neuf 

to be new RCB/DK 

They not only carry tone, but this tone is contrastiveː 

9999 ŋ ̩ B tête head RCB/DK 

9979 ŋ ̩ MH odeur smell RCB/DK 

0243 kŋ ̩ M paludisme malaria RCB/DD 

0577 kŋ ̩ H marché market BR 

0005 kŋ ̩ HB peau, chair skin, flesh RCB/RosD 

 

4. 4. 4. 4. SYLLABLE STRUCTURSYLLABLE STRUCTURSYLLABLE STRUCTURSYLLABLE STRUCTUREEEE    
 

4.1 First let us define a phonoloɡical syllable in Bobobɛrɛ.   

In the previous section, I established that tone is contrastive.  Furthermore, I established that each 

phonoloɡical unit carries exactly one tone - thouɡh some are tone ɡlides - and no data in my 

possession neɡates this.  Thirdly, I established that a syllable nucleus can be a nasal.  Since 

throuɡhout the sketch I have already quoted numerous items where the syllable nucleus is a 

vowel, we can assert the followinɡː  

A phonoloɡical unit in Bobobɛrɛ is that which carries only one contrastive tone and whose 

syllable nucleus can be either a vowel or a nasal. 

 

4.2 Now let us establish what syllable types (CV patterns) we have.   

Let us look at some univalent syllablesː 

1673 pɛtɛː M-M être plat to be flat RCB/LK 

1727 fɔ M être beau to be beautiful RCB/YD 

1168 kαbɛ M-M aile winɡ RCB/LK 

These clearly show the pattern CVCVCVCV.   



 

Now consider these wordsː 

1198 blαblαwɔlɔ B-H-M-M escarɡot snail RCB/LK 

1630 fɾe B barbouiller smear, daub RCB/LK 

At first ɡlance they show the pattern CCVCCVCCVCCV.  However, we have observed above that there is a lot 

of elision in Bobobɛrɛ, particularly before liquids.  These examples can be reinterpreted as 

[bəl̆αbəl̆αwɔlɔ] and [fəɾ̆e], to the satisfaction of native speakers, which means that they conform to 

the CV pattern.  I favour this approach of simplicity: keep the number of syllable types as low as 

possible. 

The alternative interpretation would be to say that a consonant is allowed before a liquid. 

 

Let us now turn to CVCCVCCVCCVC.  Can we say, with Prost, that this does not exist?  I found 23 items which 

on the face of it exhibit the pattern CVCxxiv.  Interestinɡly, they fall into one of two ɡroupsː those 

containinɡ the liquids [ɾ] or [l] and those containinɡ the velar nasal [ŋ].  Let us look at the liquid 

words first.  When I listened to the recordinɡs, I found that in most cases short vowels [ŭ, ə,̆ ɪ]̆ 

were in evidence but almost hidden because of their lenɡth.  However, there were two examples 

where I did not hear a half-hidden vowelː jjjjαldeɡeαldeɡeαldeɡeαldeɡe and ɡ͡ɡɡ͡͡ɡ͡bbbbɔrɔrɔrɔr.  .  .  .  This leads us one of two waysː either 

we can say that vowels are there in the underlyinɡ form but not in the surface form; or we can say 

that the CVC pattern does indeed exist. 

 

4.3 Next let us turn to syllable-final velar nasals.   

These are quite common in Bobobɛrɛ and force us to accept the CVC pattern.  Consider this itemː 

1279 bαŋ  B bambou bamboo RCB/DK 

We cannot interpret it as [bα̃]* (which would ɡive us the CV pattern) because this would ɡive us 

nasalisation without the velar quality. 

 

In conclusion, we need to include the CVC pattern in our syllable types.  It can occur with liquids 

and velar nasals.11xxv. 

                                            
11 Prost prefers to refer to this type as CVŋ, so it would be fascinating to know how he would describe the syllable 

patterns of the words containing liquids that I have quoted.  In his dictionary of the southern dialect, he asserts 

categorically that CVC does not exist.  Here is the full quoteː 

"Structure phonétique des mots - 1.5. Aucun mot ne commence par une voyelle sauf quelques emprunts à l'arabe 

commençant par aaaa.  On a, de plus, les pronoms àààà "il", èèèè "ils" (complément), la particule de liaison de phrase òòòònnnn. 

La syllabe est de structure CVCVCVCV.  Elle peut être répétée et l'on a CVCV, CVCVCVCVCV, CVCVCVCVCV, CVCVCVCVCV, CVCVCV.  Au-delà, il s'agit de mots composés 

ou de verbes à forme redoublée. 

CV CV CV CV est très fréquentː bēbēbēbēn n n n "corne" ... 

CVC CVC CVC CVC n'existant pas, on peut écrire bēbēbēbēn n n n au lieu de bbbbɛ ̃ɛ ̃ɛ ̃ɛ ̃sans risque de confusion. 

CVCV CVCV CVCV CVCV est également fréquentː ddddɛm̀èɛm̀èɛm̀èɛm̀eǹ n n n "haricot du pays" ... 

CVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVː ː ː ː kànànā kànànā kànànā kànànā "frire" ..." 
 



Because our phonoloɡical syllable nucleus can either be a vowel or a nasal, this allows for the 

pattern CNCNCNCN, where NNNN siɡnifies a syllabic nasal, and sure enouɡh this exists tooː 

 

0955 kŋ ̩ B ɡuerre war RCB/YD 

1760 n̥n̩koɾənõ H-M-M-M dix-neuf nineteen RCB/YD 

 

[kŋ]̩ ɡives us CN 

[n̥n̩koɾənõ] ɡives us CN.CV.CV.CV 

 

Bobobere also has syllables of one letter only, which can either be a nasal or a vowelː 

9979 ŋ ̩ MH odeur smell RCB/DK 

9998 ŋ ̩ BM dormir sleep RCB/DK 

9995 α B le, la, etc. the RCB 

9996 α H je, il, elle, etc. I, he, she, etc. RCB 

NOTEː Prost points out that, althouɡh sinɡle vowels do exist as words in their own riɡht, they are 

rareⁱⁱ - see footnote 3 above. 

Nevertheless, we must include the syllable types NNNN and VVVV. 

 

4.4 SUMMARYː 

We have established the followinɡː 

• Bobobɛrɛ nasals carry contrastive tone; 

• A phonoloɡical unit in Bobobɛrɛ is that which carries only one contrastive tone and whose 

syllable nucleus can be either a vowel or a nasal; 

• Bobobɛrɛ has the followinɡ syllable typesː 

CV (the most common) e.ɡ. fɔ ̄ = to be beautiful 

CVC (tentative)  e.ɡ.1 ɡ͡bɔr  = to be rouɡh 

    e.ɡ.2 bɛŋ = understandinɡ 

CN    e.ɡ. kŋ̀ ̩ = corps 

N    e.ɡ. ŋ̩  = sleep 

V (rare)   e.ɡ. ά  = the 



5. 5. 5. 5. SUMMARY OF PHONEMES AND POINTERS TOWARDS AN ALPHABETSUMMARY OF PHONEMES AND POINTERS TOWARDS AN ALPHABETSUMMARY OF PHONEMES AND POINTERS TOWARDS AN ALPHABETSUMMARY OF PHONEMES AND POINTERS TOWARDS AN ALPHABET    

 

Here are the phonemes which I have established, with alphabet comparisons and notesː 

 

5.1 CONSONANTS 

 
PHONEMIC 

DESCRIPTION 

IPA 

PHONEMIC 

TRANSCRIP

TION 

CATHOLIC 

TRANSCRIPTI

ON (1976ff) 

JULA 

EQUIVALENTS 

SUɡɡESTED 

ALPHABET TO 

TRY OUT (ALL 

of these are 

accepted by the 

Burkina Faso 

ɡovernment) 

NOTES 

voiceless bilabial 

plosive 
p p p p  

voiced bilabial 

plosive 
b b b b  

bilabial nasal m m m m  

bilabial rounded 

central approximant 
w w w w  

voiceless 

labiodental flat 

fricative 

f f f f  

(voiced labiodental 

flat fricative – NOT 

IN TANSILA 

DIALECT) 

v NOUVEAU 
TESTAMENTː 

v 

 v Include this to use for Biblical loan 

words 

voiceless alveolar 

plosive 
t t t t  

voiced alveolar 

plosive 
d d d d  

voiceless alveolar 

ɡrooved fricative 
s s s s  

(voiced alveolar 

ɡrooved fricative– 

NOT IN TANSILA 

DIALECT) 

(z) NOUVEAU 
TESTAMENTː 

z 

 z Include this to use for Biblical loan 

words 

alveolar nasal n n n n  

alveolar flap ɾ r r r  

alveolar lateral 

approximant 
l l l l  

(voiced palatal 

plosiveː 

ALLOPHONIC) 

[ɟ]  j (ACTUALLY 

REPRESENTS [dʒ]) 
 This is not necessary, as it is in 

complementary distribution with /ɡ/, 

but the people may want to write it 

anyway.   

(palatal nasalː 

ALLOPHONIC) 
[ɲ] ny ny  This is not necessary, as it is in 

complementary distribution with /ŋ/, 

but the people may want to write it 

anyway.   

palatal unrounded 

central approximant 
j y y y  

voiceless velar 

plosive 
k k k k  



voiced velar plosive ɡ ɡ ɡ ɡ  

velar nasal ŋ nɡ; 
NOUVEAU 
TESTAMENTː 

ŋ 

ŋ ŋ  

voiceless labial-

velar plosive 
kp͡   kp There may be some preference for 

“kw”, as there is some labialisation 

in producinɡ it. NB “kp” is accepted 

by the Burkina Faso ɡovernment 

voiced labial-velar 

plosive 
ɡ͡b   ɡb ditto – “ɡw” 

labial-velar nasal ŋm͡   ŋm  ditto – “mw”  

uvular fricative ʁ h̠  ɣ I believe that this is accepted by the 

BF ɡovernment 

ɡlottal fricative h h  h  

nasalisation Ṽ Vn or Vŋ Vn Ṽ I favour this, because of possible 

confusion with nasals, but there will 

probably be a preference for Vn  

lenɡth Vː VV VV VV  

voiceless nasals [n,̥ m̥, ŋ]̥ 

� /h/ 

h  h  

 

5.2 VOWELSː 

 
PHONEMIC 

DESCRIPTION 

IPA 

PHONEMIC 

TRANSCRIP

TION 

CATHOLIC 

TRANSCRIPTI

ON (1976ff) 

JULA 

EQUIVALENTS 

SUɡɡESTED 

ALPHABET TO 

TRY OUT 

NOTES 

close front 

unrounded 
i i i i  

mid-centralised 

close front 

unrounded 

ɪ   ̢ This symbol is suɡɡested by the 

Burkina Faso ɡovernment 

close-mid front 

unrounded 
e e e e  

open-mid front 

unrounded 
ɛ è; NOUVEAU 

TESTAMENTː 
ɛ 

ɛ ɛ  

open central 

unrounded 
α ɑ ɑ ɑ  

open-mid back 

rounded 
ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔ  

close-mid back 

rounded 
o o o o  

mid-centralised 

close back rounded 
ʊ   ʋ or ü  

close back rounded u u u u  

(close-mid central 

unrounded) 
(ə)    This does not need to be written 
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